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ABSTRACT
Optimization of the life-cycle costs and reliability of offshore wind turbines (OWTs) is an area of immense interest due
to the widespread increase in wind power generation across the world. Most of the existing studies have used structural
reliability and the Bayesian pre-posterior analysis for optimization. This paper proposes an extension to the previous
approaches in a framework for probabilistic optimization of the total life-cycle costs and reliability of OWTs by
combining the elements of structural reliability/risk analysis (SRA), the Bayesian pre-posterior analysis with
optimization through a genetic algorithm (GA). The SRA techniques are adopted to compute the probabilities of damage
occurrence and failure associated with the deterioration model. The probabilities are used in the decision tree and are
updated using the Bayesian analysis. The output of this framework would determine the optimal structural health
monitoring and maintenance schedules to be implemented during the life span of OWTs while maintaining a trade-off
between the life-cycle costs and risk of the structural failure. Numerical illustrations with a generic deterioration model
for one monitoring exercise in the life cycle of a system are demonstrated. Two case scenarios, namely to build initially
an expensive and robust or a cheaper but more quickly deteriorating structures and to adopt expensive monitoring
system, are presented to aid in the decision-making process.
Keywords: Decision tree analysis, pre-posterior Bayesian analysis, scheduling optimization, structural health
monitoring, wind turbines
1.

INTRODUCTION

The growing demands for wind energy and the need for reliable performance of Offshore Wind Turbines (OWTs) calls
for increased research in the field of optimization of life-cycle costs and reliability of OWTs. Structural deterioration of
many components of OWTs is a critical issue and the structures need to be inspected and maintained at regular intervals.
The consequences of failure due to deterioration will have detrimental effects on the wind farm operations in terms of
energy production and monetary and reputational losses. However, the operators are constantly faced with decision
problems on choosing the optimal inspection or monitoring time intervals over the life-span of OWTs while reducing the
operations and maintenance costs. Due to inaccessibility of OWTs during extreme weather, it is necessary to plan the
inspections, monitoring and repair schedules in such a way that there is a good trade-off between the life-cycle costs and
reliability of OWTs.
Optimization for structures such as bridges and oil and gas platforms has been carried out for cost, reliability, optimal
operation and maintenance schedules using probabilistic methods [1-6]. Straub [7, 8] developed a detailed approach to
risk based inspection methodology incorporating the Bayesian analysis and stochastic nature of deterioration models.
Based on the risk-based inspection framework developed for oil and gas installations, similar work has been carried out
for wind farms using the pre-posterior Bayesian decision analysis [9, 10]. Maintenance optimization based on different
conditions of degradation was performed for wind turbines (WT) blades where a Markov chain deterioration process has
been adopted [11]. The costs associated with maintenance and primarily indirect costs, such as production losses and
transportation costs, for wind power system have been minimized in [12].
This paper proposes to extend the existing frameworks for optimizing life-cycle costs to determine optimal monitoring
schedules by incorporating the structural reliability/risk analysis (SRA) into the Bayesian pre-posterior analysis along
with evolutionary optimization techniques such as genetic algorithms. Section 2 outlines the proposed framework for
decision analysis for scheduling monitoring to optimize the life-cycle costs of OWTs. Section 3 presents a numerical
illustration to compute the expected total cost from the decision tree analysis for one monitoring campaign executed
during the life span of a structure. Two case scenarios are discussed to illustrate the decision-making process, namely
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whether to build initially a cheaper structure that will deteriorate at a faster rate and use an expensive monitoring system,
or to build a robust but expensive structure and reduce the need for using expensive monitoring. Sections 4 and 5 round
up the paper by presenting the results, conclusions and directions for future work.
2.

DECISION-MAKING MODEL

A decision-making model is adopted herein to optimize the total expected life-cycle costs of wind turbines. The model
comprises a structural deterioration model, a model for damage detection by an SHM system, and a cost model. All these
are used in the pre-posterior decision analysis where the decisions need to be made to adopt or not adopt monitoring, the
outcome of monitoring is detection or non-detection of damage, the decision rule is adopted to perform a repair action or
not based on the SHM system indication, and the true state of the nature represents the actual state of the system. The
analysis will be visualized with the help of a decision tree. The outcome of the decision tree analysis will determine the
expected total life cycle cost including the cost of using a monitoring method. The different components of the decisionmaking model are outlined in the following subsections.
2.1 Structural deterioration model
A WT structure is assumed to be deteriorating over time t, in a process that is quantified with a generic damage intensity
measure, D, that follows an exponential deterioration model [6]:
D(t ) = 0 if t < t 0

(1)

D(t ) = e ( t −t0 )/λ − 1 if t ≥ t 0

(2)

where λ is the scale parameter and t0 is the time to damage initiation in years. Methods such as the first order reliability
methods (FORM) and simulation techniques such as Monte Carlo Simulations (MCSs) can be adopted to find the
reliability profile of deteriorating structures based on the above Equations (1) and (2). MCS techniques using MATLAB
[13] were adopted in this paper to calculate the probabilities of damage occurrence and failure due to deterioration.
Limit state functions (LSF) demarcate between the failure and safe domains of a structure. A typical LSF is denoted by
g(X), where X is a vector of basic random variables, and the failure criterion is represented by g(X)≤0. A typical
formulation of the probability of failure using an LSF is as follows:
P ( g( X ) ≤ 0) =

∫

f X ( x )dx

(3)

g ( X )≤ 0

where g(X)≤0 denote the failure domain of a probability density function, fX(x).
The time-dependent probability of damage occurrence, P(D1), is calculated from an LSF considering the occurrence of
damage greater than a certain threshold, Dth:
P ( D1 ) = P [ Dth − D(t ) ≤ 0]

(4)

Note this implies that small damages, i.e. those for which D(t)<Dth, are ignored. Similarly, the time-dependent
probability of failure, Pf(t), is calculated from another LSF by considering failure occurs when damage progresses to a
greater intensity, beyond a failure threshold of Fth:

Pf (t) = P[Fth − D(t ) ≤ 0]

(5)

The annual probability of failure, P(F1), for a time interval, Δt, is calculated from Equation (5):
P(F1 ) =

Pf (t i )− Pf (t i−1 )
Δt(1− Pf (t i−1 ))

(6)

where Δti refers to the time interval (1 year in our case). The above equation assumes that failure has not occurred before
time ti [7].
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The reliability index, β, of the structure with respect to the probability of failure can be approximated taking the value of
the inverse Gaussian cumulative distribution function, Φ-1, at the probability of failure:

β = −Φ −1 ( P(F1 ))

(7)

where Φ-1(.) denotes the inverse Gaussian distribution function [14, 15].
2.2 Damage detection model
The uncertainties associated with the ability of a monitoring technique to detect damage can be expressed using
probabilistic approaches, e.g. using the probability of detection (POD) curves. The POD curves represent the probability
of damage being detected by a monitoring method conditional on its extent (e.g. crack length or corrosion depth). POD is
normally a monotonic curve that increases with the increase in damage intensity. The probability of minimum detectable
damage is modeled herein using a cumulative lognormal probability distribution function, which is widely used for this
purpose and can be expressed as [6]:

⎛ ln(D)− ln α ⎞
POD = Φ ⎜
⎟⎠
β
⎝

(8)

where Φ(.) is the standard normal cumulative distribution function, and α and β are the location and scale parameters,
respectively, associated with the performance and quality of the monitoring method [16]. A comparison between POD
curves of different hypothetical monitoring methods with different parameters α= 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 and β=-0.1ln(α) is
presented in Figure 1. As seen from the figure, a monitoring method with a lower α has better quality as it detects
smaller damage intensities.

Figure 1. POD curves for different qualities of hypothetical monitoring methods

The incidence of false damage indications will arise for any monitoring method adopted. Events De0-1 represent the nonindication and indication of damage, respectively. The conditional probabilities of not indicating or indicating damage
given the absence or presence of actual damage are expressed as P(De0-1/D0-1), see Table 1. True positive values are the
probability values of indicating damage when there exists actual damage. True negative values correspond to the
probability of not indicating damage when there is no actual damage. False negative values correspond to Type 1 errors,
i.e. when damage detection is missed when there exists actual damage. False positive values are Type II errors which
arise from detection outcomes when there is no actual damage.
A graphical representation of the different scenarios of damage indication by a monitoring method is represented in
Figure 2. A detection threshold is shown that acts as an acceptance criterion for damage detection such that the values to
the right/left of the threshold will produce Type I/II errors [17, 18].
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Table 1.
1 True and falsee indications off damage by a monitoring
m
methhod
De0 (noo damage detecction)

Figure 2.

De1 (d
damage detectiion)

D0 (n
no damage pressent)

N
True Negative:

⁄

False Positive:

⁄

D1 (d
damage presentt)

N
False Negative:

⁄

True Positive:
P

⁄

Theoretical representatioon of detection by
b a monitoring
g method

The probabiliity of damage detection is obtained
o
whenn the monitoring method deetects damage intensities greeater than Ddee,
which is defiined as the minimum
m
detectable damagge by the mon
nitoring method. The miniimum detectab
ble damage iss
modeled by thhe lognormal POD functionn as defined inn Equation (8)) [19]:

P(De1 ) = P(D
Dde − D(t ) ≤ 0))

(9)

The true posiitive values of monitoring method, P(Dee1/D1), which is also the coonditional proobability of th
he event of thee
damage detecction given thee occurrence of
o damage is calculated
c
as:

P(De1 D1 ) =

P(De1 ∩ D1 )
P(D1 )

(10))

ystem and thee
The numeratoor of Equation (10) is calcculated by connsidering the events De1 annd D1 to be inn a parallel sy
system probaability, Ps, is reepresented in Equation (11)).

⎛n
⎞
Ps = P ⎜ ∩ gi (Χ) ≤ 0 ⎟
⎝ i=1
⎠

{

}

(11))

nd is calculateed by using thee simple boun
nds as given inn
where gi(X) represents the limit state funnction of n faiilure events an
Equation (12)) [20]:
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0 ≤ Ps ≤ min(P(Dth − D(t ) ≤ 0),P(Dde − D(t ) ≤ 0))

(12)

An average of the lower and upper bounds is considered from the above simple bounds. It should be noted that the
simple bounds are practically wide and second-order bounds should be considered for accurate calculation of
probabilities. The probabilities outlined in Table 1 are computed in an equivalent manner.
2.3 Cost model
The total costs in each branch of the decision tree will comprise of the cost of initial construction, failure, monitoring and
repair. This cost in each branch is calculated using the discounted rate of money, r. At any time monitoring is
undertaken, tmonit, the total discounted costs can be calculated as [4]:

C B1−B18 =

C initial ,i
t initial

(1+ r)

+

C monit ,i + C r ,i × xt ,i + C f ,i × yt ,i
t

(1+ r) monit ,i

(13)

where Cinitial is the cost of initial construction at tinitial=0; Cmonit is the cost of a monitoring campaign (Cmonit=0 when no
monitoring/inspection is performed), Cr is the cost of repair, Cf, is the cost of failure, and r is the annual discount rate of
money. Binary variables x and y represent the occurrence of repair and failure event in the decision tree branch:
⎧1 if repair action appears in the decision tree branch
x=⎨
⎩0 otherwise

(14)

⎧1 if failure occurs in the decision tree branch
y=⎨
⎩0 otherwise

(15)

2.4 Decision tree analysis
The probabilities calculated from the deterioration and damage detection models are used in the construction of a
decision tree to determine the optimal monitoring time(s) during the life-cycle of the wind turbine. Let M0 and M1
represent the decision to not adopt a monitoring method and adopt it, respectively, De0 and De1 be, as before, the event of
not indicating and indicating a damage (corresponding to an outcome of monitoring), R0 and R1 represent the decision to
not repair or repair (corresponding to a decision rule), D0 and D1 denote no occurrence or occurrence of actual damage
(corresponding to the true state of nature), and F0 and F1 denote no failure or failure of the structure (corresponding to the
true state of nature). A decision tree formulated for adopting one monitoring campaign is presented in Figure 3.
A decision is made to employ (M1) or not employ (M0) a monitoring system. In the top branch, when monitoring is not
adopted (M0), the repair actions are performed based on the prior probabilities of damage occurrence. The random
outcomes or states of nature are the occurrence of the damage and further consequences such as failure of the structure
are represented in Nodes 1-2. In the alternative lower branch corresponding to adopting a monitoring scheme (M1), the
decision will lead to a monitoring detection outcome (Node 10) that may subsequently lead to performing repair actions
(Node 6 and 9). The true states of nature (damage and failure) are represented in Nodes 4-5 and 7-8. The posterior
probabilities of damage and failure given the detection or non-detection are updated using the Bayes rule [21] in this
branch. In the event of damage detection, the updated probability of damage indication is given as follows [22]:

PDe

updated

1,

= P( gi (Χ) ≤ 0 De1 ≤ 0) =

P( gi (Χ) ≤ 0∩ De1 ≤ 0)
P(De1 ≤ 0)

(16)

In the event of non-detection of damage, the updated probability is given as follows:

PDe ,updated = P( gi (Χ) ≤ 0 De0 ≤ 0) =

(P( gi (Χ) ≤ 0))−(P( gi (Χ) ≤ 0 De1 ≤ 0)P(De1 ≤ 0))

0

1− P(De1 ≤ 0)
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where gi(X) represents
r
the limit state funnctions of eveents of damage occurrence and
a failure forr each branch
h as outlined inn
the decision tree. The cossts correspondding to each branch are denoted by CB1-B18
as explaained by the cost model inn
B
Section 2.3. The
T expected cost at each chhance node is the sum of th
he products off the respectivee probabilitiess and the costss
in each brancch. The expectted cost selectted at each deccision node iss the minimum
m value of the expected costts coming intoo
that decision node. Usingg the rollbackk technique [223], the expeccted total cosst following tthe decision of
o installing a
monitoring syystem can be determined using
u
this model. The totall expected cost of failure oover the desig
gn life, TDL, iss
added to the total
t
expectedd cost calculateed from the deecision tree [7
7]:

C f ,i P(F1 )(1
1 − Pf (t i −1 ))
Δt i
(1 + r )ti
t i =1
TDL

Ε[CF ] = ∑

(18))

The quantificcation of the value
v
any monnitoring methood can be achiieved by estim
mating the Vallue of Informaation (VOI) of
the monitorinng method. Thhrough the dettermination off VOI, the ben
nefits of perforrming an expeeriment, such as performingg
a monitoring campaign, caan be calculateed. The VOI can
c be compu
uted by considdering the diffference of the total expectedd
costs under no-monitoring scenario and the total expeected costs und
der monitoringg scenario [244].

Figurre 3. Decision tree
t for a singlee monitoring caampaign
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3.

NUMER
RICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
S

3.1 A single monitoring campaign
c
oveer the life-spaan
For illustrativve purposes, an
a example off the generic frramework thaat can be appliied on any struuctural compo
onent of a WT
T
to find the opptimal monitorring time withh an assumptioon of adopting
g one monitorring schedule oover the entiree design life iss
provided in thhis section. A design life off 20 years for the structure is assumed. The
T input paraameters for thee deteriorationn
model, descriibed in Equatiions (1) and (22), are λ, whicch follows a lo
ognormal disttribution with a mean (µ) of 50/years andd
standard deviiation (σ) of 10/years, and t0, which folloows a lognorm
mal distributioon with a meaan and standarrd deviation of
3 years and 1 year, respecttively. The thhresholds for damage
d
occurrrence, Dth, annd failure, Fth, are assumed
d to be 0.1 andd
0.3, respectivvely. The probbabilities of damage
d
occurrrence and failure and the reeliability indicces of the stru
ucture over itss
entire assumeed life are calcculated from Equations
E
(4),, (5) and (7) th
hrough MCSss with 100,0000 samples and
d are presentedd
in Figure 4.

Figurre 4. Probabilityy of damage occcurrence, failurre and reliabilitty index over tim
me

The intersectiion probabilitiies of the evennt of damage occurrence an
nd failure or no-failure of thhe structure arre computed
using the probbabilities of a parallel systeem as outlinedd in Section 2.2 and are pressented in Figuure 5.

Figurre 5. Probabilityy of parallel faiilure events P(D
D1∩F0) and P(D
D1∩F1)
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The probabiliity of damage detection, P(D
De1), is compputed as outlin
ned in Section 2.2 and is preesented in Figu
ure 6.

Figurre 6. Probabilityy of damage deetection P(De1)

The assumed representativve costs are Cinnitial=£100,0000, Cmonit =£1,0
000 for a moniitoring system
m with α=0.1, Cr=£1,000, Cf
=£100,000. The
T discount rate
r
of moneyy, r, is assum
med to be 3.5%
%. Using the decision treee presented in
n Figure 3 andd
Equation (13)), the total exppected life-cyycle cost of thee structure is calculated
c
usinng the rollbacck technique as
a explained inn
Section 2.3. The
T results off total expectedd life-cycle coost under no-m
monitoring andd monitoring scenario with
h respect to thee
time of monittoring or repair are presenteed in Figure 7.
7 As seen in Figure
F
7, a minnimum value oof the total ex
xpected cost of
£97,000 undeer the monitorring scenario is
i obtained whhich determinees the optimall monitoring ttime after 6.4 years over thee
service life of
o 20 years using the propoosed decision--making modeel as described in Section 22. The benefits of having a
monitoring method
m
is compputed which gives
g
a VOI off £55,000 at 6.4
6 years.

Figurre 7. Expected total cost and VOI
V for a singlee monitoring caampaign

3.2 Two case scenarios
In another illustrative exam
mple, two sceenarios are connsidered to ex
xplore the prooposed model.. The first sceenario (Case I)
proposes designing and coonstructing a cheaper struccture which may,
m
however, be subjectedd to early detterioration. Too
counteract thhis, a high quuality but exppensive system
m of monitorring will be considered
c
inn this instancee. The secondd
scenario (Casse II) proposes building a roobust, durablee but expensiv
ve structure annd adopting a cheaper monitoring system
m
which, howevver, entails loower quality of
o monitoring. The design life
l of 20 yearrs is considereed for these tw
wo cases. Thee
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input parameeters and the representativee costs are prresented in Table 2. The comparison
c
between the prrobabilities of
damage occurrrence, failuree and reliabilitty indices for the two scenaarios are preseented in Figuree 8.

Figurre 8. Comparisoon between tim
me-dependent prrobabilities of damage
d
occurrence and failure for two cases
Tablle 2. Input param
meters for two case
c
scenarios
Input parameters
p

Case I

Casse II

λ (lognnormal distributiion)

μ=50/year; σ =10/yearr

μ =770/year; σ =10//year

t0 (lognnormal distributtion)

μ =3 yeears; σ =1 year

μ =66 years; σ =1 yeear

α

0.1

0.5

Cinitial

£100,0000

£120,000

Cmonit

£1,000

£500

Cr

£10,0000

£10,000

Cf

£100,0000

£1,0000,000

The total exppected life-cyccle costs for the
t two cases calculated frrom the decisiion tree usingg the rollback technique aree
provided in Figure 9. A comparison of
o expected total
t
costs fo
or the two caases when moonitoring or no-monitoring
n
g
techniques arre adopted aree presented aloong with the VOI.
V
The exp
pected cost unnder no-monittoring scenario
o is calculatedd
at Node 3 in the decision tree as shownn in Figure 3. This cost is dependent onn the cost of fa
failure and rep
pair. The priorr
probabilities of damage occurrence and failure are connsidered for no-monitoring
n
scenario overr the design life of 20 yearss.
The expectedd cost under thhe monitoring scenario is deetermined at Node
N
10 in thee decision treee as shown in Figure 3. Thiss
cost also accounts for the cost of moniitoring in addiition to the co
ost of failure and repair. T
The probabilitiies of damagee
occurrence are updated baased on monitoring outcom
me of detectiion or no-dettection using Bayes rule as
a provided inn
Section 2.4. These
T
updatedd posterior prrobabilities off the damage occurrence annd failure or no-failure con
nsequence aree
used for the determinationn of the totall expected costs in this scenario. The initial
i
capital costs are inccluded in bothh
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instances. Forr Case I, the expected
e
costss for no-monittoring or mon
nitoring instancces corresponnd to £152,000
0 and £97,0000,
respectively, at 6.4 years with the VOII of £55,000. For Case II, the total expected for no-monitoring an
nd monitoringg
instances are,, respectively,, £172,000 andd £112,000 at 8.3 years with the VOI of £60,000.
£

Figurre 9. Expected total life-cycle costs and VOI for two cases

4
4.

RESULT
TS

The optimal monitoring
m
caampaign timess determined by
b using the proposed
p
fram
mework have bbeen outlined
d in Table 3. It
I
should be notted that the models
m
proposeed are genericc to any structture and the optimal
o
monitooring times will
w vary as perr
the specific input
i
models used for a WT
W structure such
s
as deteriioration modeels specific to, e.g., fatiguee or corrosionn.
However, praactical applications could follow the saame methodollogy of the proposed
p
deciision-making framework ass
described in Section
S
2.
Table 3. Optim
mal monitoring times
t
over the design
d
life of thhe structure
VOI £

6.4

Expected total
t
cost (£)Monitorin
ng
97,000

8.3

112,000

60,0000

C
Case
scenario

Optimal
inspection
time (years)

C
Case
I (Single inspection)
i
C
Case
II (Single inspection)

5.

55,0000

CONCLUSIIONS AND FUTURE
F
WO
ORK

A decision-m
making framework to deteermine the opptimal monito
oring campaiggn times overr the design life of a WT
T
structure hass been develooped. The fraamework inteegrates structu
ural reliabilitty/risk analyssis with the Bayesian
B
preposterior anaalysis along with
w decision tree
t
models and
a has been illustrated wiith several genneric examplees. The futuree
work will com
mprise extendding the framework with forrmal optimizaation techniquees such as gennetic algorithm
ms. The outpuut
of the optimizzation algorithhms will provvide a set of opptimal solutions that providde a trade-off bbetween the liife-cycle costss
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and reliability of the WT structure that would determine the optimal monitoring times. This will be further illustrated by
considering a specific deterioration model such as fatigue on a component of the WT.
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